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The repair stand hangs drunkenly, held to the ground by just one of its four bolts and that one is 

loose. You can’t put a bike on it. Turns out the tire pump is broken, but subtly: the head 

doesn’t seal onto my tire valve and lets all the rest of the air out. Instead of a soft tire, now I have 

a flat. 

This is maybe 500 metres, on Ottawa’s marquee piece of cycling infrastructure. Two brushes 

with death, followed by a poke in the eye. 

I get to my desk to find OC Transpo responding to a Twitter complaint about a driver parking his 

bus in a bike lane by saying what’s the big deal, we do this all the time. 

The day before, the city showed off its design for the new Pimisi light-rail station at LeBreton 

Flats, which incidentally includes a rebuilt-from-scratch Booth Street, which (oops!) includes no 

bike elements other than wide lanes. It was too hard to figure out how to include bike lanes, what 

with all the buses and trucks there, so the hell with it. Let them play leapfrog. 

The day before that, the city government begged people to go shop in the ByWard Market 

because, despite the Rideau Street sinkhole, it’s easy to get there no matter how you’re 

travelling. Except even the city couldn’t come up with a way into the Market by bicycle from 

either the south or the west. That is, from most of Ottawa. 

Business as usual on Rideau & in the ByWard Market! Heading over? Get there w/o hassle using 

these maps  

The National Capital Commission is putting in a crossing of Queen Elizabeth Drive next to the 

Bank Street Bridge, a spot that’s a constant source of complaints from pedestrians and cyclists 

alike because it’s wildly unsafe. The proposal makes zero provision for bikes. 

It’s been about six years since the city and the NCC purported to get serious about becoming 

bike-friendly, and there has been progress. The Laurier bike lanes were not politically or 

logistically easy to put in. Mayor Jim Watson followed up with a promise to extend it into a 

Westboro-to-Vanier bikeway. 

Watson boasts that the city is spending more money than ever on cycling, though we’re still 

talking about roughly $8 million a year. For scale, a single 2.5-kilometre extension to Brian 

Coburn Boulevard in Orléans is costing $26.5 million. Just over a kilometre of road between 

Riverside Drive and the Smyth Road hospital campus is costing $60 million (it includes a major 

new overpass). An extension of Terry Fox Drive in west Kanata cost $48 million for 4.5 
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kilometres of road. The idea that cyclists are freeloaders is deluded. Their taxes subsidize 

motorists, not the other way around. 

Even if you lard in things like footbridges, the budget is minuscule. London, England, has many 

things on its mind just now, but its new mayor, Sadiq Khan, has promised to double cycling 

spending there from $150 million Cdn to $300 million. Per year. If you want something closer to 

home, Calgary, land of the pickup truck, spends more than $12 million a year. 

For us, six years is enough time to have learned some lessons. 

Here’s one: Painted bike lanes are meaningless. Even OC Transpo sees them as parking areas. So 

do the pizza guys, I’m-just-pulling-over-to-text-ers, drivers popping in to pick up friends, and on 

and on. They’re at least better than sharrows — those painted reminders to drivers not to 

schmuck cyclists who are legitimately sharing regular lanes, which research says produce more 

collisions and injuries than they prevent. But not by much. 

Floppy plastic posts don’t help. Some sociopath keeps physically pulling some of those off the 

Laurier Bridge, where they’ve been glued onto the road in a pathetic gesture at saving cyclists’ 

lives, but in fact you can drive right over them with impunity, and people do. 

If we were serious, we’d separate bike lanes from shared lanes — with concrete and steel — and 

enforce the rules ruthlessly, with patrolling bike cops who get it. 

Bike routes off major roads are too often placed on streets that have stop signs every 50 feet. 

That leads to cyclists running stop signs, rather than sacrifice all their momentum every few 

seconds. Plus, when it comes to crossing the barriers around downtown, like rivers and the 

Rideau Canal, cyclists usually have to go onto major roads like Bank Street, anyway. Which the 

city refuses to make safer, so cyclists ride on sidewalks. 

As a driver and a pedestrian (and as a cyclist, for that matter), I hate this behaviour but I get why 

people do it: Because they are confronted constantly, sometimes many times in one trip, with 

proof that Ottawa will risk their lives rather than do cycling right. 
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